
 
 
 

INTRODUCING LOTUS PEAR 
 

FROM THE PEACE PERFUME COLLECTION 
HELPING ADVANCE MENTRUAL EQUITY FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS IN NEPAL 

LEAD BY SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR, AUTHOR & FEMALE FOUNDER BARB STEGEMANN 
 
February 1, 2022 – Sephora USA and Canada’s top selling new clean fragrance brand debuts its tenth scent within 
The 7 Virtues Peace Perfume Collection - LOTUS PEAR – continuing the brand’s social mission to help nations 
and communities afflicted by war and strife. With LOTUS PEAR, The 7 Virtues introduces its first fruity fragrance 
accord and teamed up to support Days for Girls, an international organization that advances menstrual equity, 
health, dignity and opportunity for women and girls, transforming periods into pathways. For the launch of 
LOTUS PEAR, this will help uplift 700 girls based in Nepal. 
 
“At the core of my purpose - from releasing my female empowerment book to launching clean perfumes that help 
fathers keep their daughters away from dangerous marriages and out of the sex trade - has been to help rebalance 
inequity experienced by women, allowing our gender to reach its fullest potential. By teaming up with Days for 
Girls, we are working to provide women and girls at a fundamental level the ability to get an education and rise 
up to pursue their dreams, run for office, and change the world,” says The 7 Virtues Founder Barb Stegemann. 
“We can’t sit aside when our actions can have a dramatic impact on lives globally. I do that with perfume.”   
 
Female Founder Barb Stegemann is a graduate of the Sephora 2017 Accelerate Cohort and author of the best- 
selling women’s empowerment book, The 7 Virtues of a Philosopher Queen – a woman’s guide to living & leading 
in an illogical world, which has become the first book ever sold at Sephora. Inspired after her best friend was 
severely wounded in Afghanistan as a captain in the military, Stegemann brought the thesis of her book to life, 
that women own the buying power, and she harnessed that power for good by sourcing essential oils to help 
farmers get off the illegal poppy crop. Her story has sparked international attention and became the subject of the 
critically acclaimed documentary Perfume War, which won Best Humanitarian Film at the Sedona Film Festival 
and Audience Choice at the Sonoma Film Festival.  
 
Each Peace Perfume within The 7 Virtues family has a unique story, made with natural, organic and fair trade 
essential oils. LOTUS PEAR is made with sustainably sourced geranium from Egypt upcycled Rose and Orange 
Blossom. The fair wage oils support the advancement of menstrual equity for women in Nepal, providing this 
community with highly needed education and sanitary napkins that allow them to pursue education and job 
opportunities, and live a culturally normal life. 
 
“After a decade of pioneering clean beauty, doing it before anyone else, we’ve cracked the code on sustainability 
and making ultra clean, long-lasting scents,” says Stegemann whose products are Clean at Sephora certified, vegan 
and cruelty-free. The brand is also one of 18 original brands a part of the Clean + Planet Positive a Sephora. All 
of The 7 Virtues fragrances are made with double the normal Eau de Parfum standards, featuring 22 – 30% 
fragrance oils, and are infused with organic sugar cane alcohol. The scents are hypoallergenic and formulated 
without ingredients such as phthalates, parabens, formaldehyde, UV inhibitors, and sulfates.  
 
The new LOTUS PEAR is a fruity floral blend creating a happy, flirty perfume with a lingering sweet freshness. 
It contains 22% fragrance oils and features top notes of juicy sweet Williams Pear and Peach, and sustainably 
sourced Mandarin from Italy; middle notes featuring soft florals of upcycled Rose, upcycled Orange Flower, 
Jasmine, and Lotus Flower; and base notes of Gardenia, Vanilla, Sambac, and sustainably sourced geranium from 
Egypt. The Williams pear is made in the aromaspace of Highgrove, that boosts fruity accords.  



LOTUS PEAR will be available in a 50ml EDP, rollerball EDP and Perfume Oil, infused with moisturizing jojoba 
oil to elevate your skin care and aromatherapy regimen. The scents are hypoallergenic and formulated without 
ingredients such as phthalates, parabens, formaldehyde, UV inhibitors and sulfates. As with all the fragrances in 
the Peace Perfume Collection, LOTUS PEAR offers aromatherapeutic benefits, specifically improving focus of 
the mind, mood balancing, and offering a feeling of bliss. When applying, the scent gives you a burst of clarity, 
energy and happiness. Its Perfume Oil, which offers a gemstone roller to match its aromatherapy to remind you 
to take time for self-care no matter where you are, features Jade. This stone, associated with the heart chakra, has 
been found to balance the body’s natural energy flow and help with emotional well-being to combat anxiety and 
stress, providing a semblance of idyllic calm. 
 

 “Aligning with the socially driven company The 7 Virtues is the ideal partner to help not only provide the 
necessary funds for Days for Girls International to thrive, but goes above and beyond by helping bring our message 
to the masses via today’s beauty consumer. This important partnership will allow Days for Girls International to 
continue to increase our work in shattering stigma and limitations associated with menstruation for improved 
health, education, and livelihoods around the world. We hope shoppers will be drawn to our story and stay, both 
for our mission and the incredible scent of The 7 Virtues Lotus Pear,” says Celeste Mergens, CEO at Days for 
Girls International. 
 

The existing Peace Perfume Collection includes:  
• Vanilla Woods (Madagascar)  
• Santal Vanille (Sri Lanka) 
• Blackberry Lily (Haiti, India and Egypt)  
• Jasmine Neroli (India)  
• Patchouli Citrus (Rwanda)  
• Rose Amber (Afghanistan)  
• Orange Blossom (Afghanistan)  
• Vetiver Elemi (Haiti)  

 

The 7 Virtues fragrances are exclusively available in all Sephora USA and Canada doors and online in the Clean 
at Sephora and Clean + Positive Planet spaces:  

• Eau de Parfum (50ml spray) – $85 USD | $105 CAD  
• Perfume Oil (20 ml gemstone rollerball) – MSRP $69 USD | $89 CAD  
• Rollerball (11ml EDP) – MSRP $30 USD | $37 CAD  
• Discovery Set (launching January 2022; Create Your Own Perfume Sampler Set of 1.5ml x 7 EDP vials) 

– $29 USD | $38 CAD  
 
For hi resolution images for LOTUS PEAR, please visit here, and for The Peace Perfume Collection or Barb 
Stegemann, check out The 7 Virtues Media Gallery. The film Perfume War is available on iTunes for purchase 
(or complimentary access for you!) and boasts a 3-minute trailer.  
 
Connect with us: www.The7virtues.com - Instagram - Facebook - Twitter - YouTube 
  
Press contact: Amanda Smeal, amanda@amandasmeal.com, 201-390-7457  
 
About The 7 Virtues: 
The 7 Virtues is a leading exemplary socially and environmentally conscious clean beauty brand meeting the 
lifestyle and performance levels for today’s consumer. Founded in 2010 by entrepreneur and human rights activist 
Barb Stegemann, a graduate of the 2017 Sephora Accelerate Cohort, The 7 Virtues creates aromatherapy scents 
with fair trade, organic essential oils and supports farmers in nations rebuilding after war or strife. Stegemann 
created the first beauty company in Atlantic Canada to land a venture capital deal on CBC’s hit show Dragons’ 
Den (Canada’s Shark Tank), named by the show as ‘Top Game Changer’ for creating a solution to reversing issues 
of war and poverty through trade, and is a Women’s Executive Network ‘Top 100 Most Powerful Women in 
Canada’ winner. A top selling author, Stegemann wrote The 7 Virtues of a Philosopher Queen: A Women’s Guide 
to Living and Leading in an Illogical World currently in its 8th edition, and is subject of the award-winning 
documentary Perfume War. Today, The Peace Perfume Collection, made in New York, USA, is available 
exclusively at Sephora USA and Canada doors nationwide and online, where it is a part of the Clean Beauty 
Initiative (1 of 18 original brands named Clean + Planet Positive) and holds position as the retailer’s best-selling 
new clean fragrance brand.  



 


